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Apollo 13 Astronauts Await
Medical Examinations Today

Vol. LXXXXI No. 81

Breathitt Says
He's Available
For Nomination

By Al. ROSSITIR, Jr.
The helium tank in question
UPI Spa* Writer
is in the descent stage of the
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) — lunar landing craft Aquarius.
It
While Apollo 13's astronauts carries frigid helium
in a mixawaited
medical
examinations,
ture of gas and liquid and is
"One of our greatest national
needs is the need to restore engineers watched the pressure used to pressurize the propelin
a
questionable
moonship hel- lants for the ship's big landing
pride in a craft and to promote
ium tank today to see if it is engine.
the dignity of skilled labor.
safe
for launch to the moon SatThe trouble was the helium
Construction skills are importwas observed to heat up slightant to this nation and they are urday.
HOIPENSVILLE, Ky. (DPI)— going for him right now and
James A. Lovell, Thomas K. ly faster than normal in the
a source of pride to their poseFormer Gov. Edward T. Breath- has gained a lot of state supMattingly
and
Fred
W.
Heise
double-walled tank, resulting in
easors. We must stress that
itt, indicated strongly today he port on his administration resuch skills are not only well re- were expected to pass their a buildup of pressure. A spokeswould be available for either cord."
physicals
without
difficulty. man said an abnormal rise could
warded financially, but that
the Democratic nomination for
Breathitt said he is personalProject
officials
were hopeful be caused by nitrogen, contamthey are
highly regarded and
governor or lieutenant governor ly proud of the records of both
the
helium tank also would pass ination in the vacuum jacket
prized national resource" . . .
if it were offered.
his and Combs' administrations.
its tests.
that serves as the tank's insulaPresident Nixon.
"You've either got to be a Breathitt, now an attorney and
Saturday is the only day this tion.
blocker or carry the ball," the head of a child care agency,
Project officials Sunday orLeading Families of America, month Apollo 13 can be launchformer governor said. "If Fm succeeded Combs as governor in
ed
toward
its
highpriority
landdered helium colder than -400
Inc. sends out another news reelected to be a blocker, fine 1983.
ing
site
in
a
moon
valley
called
degrees Fahrenheit pumped inlease. This organization does
Ii it's necessary to carry
Referring to Isati reports
Fra
Mauro
after
a
16th
centnot promote large families, but
to the lunar module tank to see
the ball, I will consider it."
steamming from a Frankfort isury
Franciscan
monk. The next how fast the pressure rose. An
believes that large families reBreathitt also said in a radio terviews that he would be a canpresent the soundest future of launch opportunity is May 9. increase slightly above normal
(Station WHOP) interview that didate for the Democratic nomiwas noted for a while, but it
America. They believe the famhe supports former Gov. Bert nation, Breathitt said, "other
then leveled off.
ily is the basic unit of society.
T. Combs, who has resigned than I am interested in what
Launch Director Walter KaThey point out that 23 per cent
from his post as judge of the goes on in Kentucky and I'm
APOLLO 13 COMMANDER James A. Lovell Is shown with his family in Houston, Tex. From
left: Daughter Barbara, wife Marilyn, son Jeffery. daughter Susan: Apollo 13 will be his
of the American families raise
pryan ordered the countdown
U.S. District Court of Appeals very much interested in govstarted at 10 p.m. EST despite
second Moon mission and his fourth mission in space, a -career topped by no other astroat Cincinnati, Ohio.
over 65 per cent of Americal
ernment, and if _you're going to
• An open Meeting of the Cal- the problem and he directed the
"I think Combs would rnak
—
naut. Clevela`nd-born Lovell is 42 years old.
—bileiersted Yiroiiiinst be willloivey County Young Democrats helium tank monitoring cona good governor. He has a lot ing in some way to participate."
"Leading Families of America will be held Wednesday, April tinue for another 12 hours. .
Breathitt said he feels citiEngineers were- prepared to
Is a non-profit, inter-religious, 8, at City Hall, 7:30 p.m.
zens must be willing to make
Featured
speaker will be
educational and cooperative as(Continued on Page Six)
the maximum contributions.
!For
sociation devoted to the com- Bobby Jo Sims, democratic can"And you can't do that standing
mon interests of responsible didate for cOngressznan of the
on the sidelines," he added.
The winner of the essay conparents of larger families. All First District. All those perBreathitt's disclosure throws
on "What America Means
test
families with four or more chll sons interested in the Sims
the Democratic gubernatorial
To Me", will present the proMrs. Little Hughes Mayfield
dren may join our national and platform are urged to *tend.
The Interagency Board o
picture further in confusion. Lt.
gram at the meeting of the Kap- pealed may Saturday at 1220
local chapter activities. LFA's Young people between the
Gov. Wendell H. Ford is 'expa Department of the Murray p. m. at the home of her /taugh- Civil Service Examiners f o
ages
of
16
and 35 are invited
aims include:
pected to make some decision
Woman's Club to be held Tues- t*, Mrs. Philip Murdock of Kentucky today announced an
to become permanent members
whether to run or not later this
open competitive examination
day, April 7, at 7:30 p. m. at IlitrraY Route Seven.
Mrs. Don Overbey has beenI the club
1. To loin together all respon- of the Calloway County Young
month.
Postmaster at Farmington,
for
house.
The
deceased
was
90 years
elected president of the Luther Serving as
sible parents of larger families Democrats at this meeting.
His deliberations are being
hostesses will be of age and her death followed Kentucky and at Kirksey,'Xy.
Robertson Elementary School Mrs. David Lee
in order to form a common inbased primarily on the Combs
McMullin, Mn. en extended illness. She was The positions are in grade
Parent-Teacher Association for John Crouch, Mrs.
terest group for cooperative
question mark. Should Breathitt
Charles Port- the widow of W. J. Mayfield PFS 7, starting salary $7,216
the next school year.
and mutual assistance.
er, and Mrs. Dm McKinney.
a year. Applications will be acenter the picture, it would Vdied January 11, 1919.
Other new officers are Mrs.
pard Ford's chances of obtainigre. Maymeid was born Au- cepted until May 12, 1970.
Tommy Crisp, first vice; MM.
"2 To determine and carry out
Complete information about
ing the nomination would be degust
23,
1879,
in
Calloway
CoTed Bradshaw, second vice;
effective, practical programs at
creased.
unty aid her parents were the examination requirements and
Mrs. Don Fuqua, secretary; Mrs.
all levels of society — Rational,
instructions for filing may be
"Some of my friends have
Robert
late
Lee
Hughes
and
Johnny Rickman, treasurer.
regional, and local — to enable
=SWAIM T.IIIIZATRETT
obtained from the post office
been urging me to run for govSarah
Alice
Chum
Hughes.
She
The officers will be installed
Two traffic collisions were inlarger families to meet their
ernor," the Hopkinsville native
was a member of the Antioch where the vacancy exists o
special responsibilities for the vestigated by the Murray Po- at the music program to be pre- The Delta Department of the
Irons the Interagency Board of
said. "And I would consider
urch of Christ.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
rearing and educating of the lice Department over the week- sented at the May meeting.
Service Examiners, Room
running for lieutenant governor
Survivors see two daughters, Civil
majority of tomorrow's adult end. No injuries were reported.
Retiring officers are Rev. Tuesday, April 7, at 7:30 p. m.
167, Federal Building, 600 Fedon Combs' ticket. I have bieb
Mn.
Rogers
and
Ireoe
Mrs.
at
the
club
house.
dens. This includes programs
Saturday at 11:60 a.m. a col- Stephen ?dazak, Jr., preside
eral Place, Louisville, Kentucky
regard for him. In my judgewed
adere.
6.408=7lwar as seised.- Pelee Murdock. both of Murray 40602.
in education and scholarship umns occurred on the Mg X Bare. Larry Cimaa101",
Applicatioris must be IIIment he is going to run."
Meese aerect; !No wawa, Robert
aid, housing, family guidance, parking lot between a 1965 Mrs. Jere Stripling, second
ed
with the Interagency Boar.
and Ernest Mayfield of
A decision by Combs, though
titled "Music Festival Time".
pre-mgistration
An- etudents
family recreation, and coopera- Pontiac two door driven by vice; Mrs. Carl Oakley, secreand
must
be
received
postenteri
or
,
m
the
_ L. not expected until June when
A. E. (Buck) Mayfield of
Moslems' are Mesdames J.
Jerry W. Upton of Monroe, La., tary; Mrs. Joe Grogan, treasurtive buying. .
marked
not
later
than the clos- year 17scheduiedforli
`'''`
Z
Matt Sparkman, J. D. Rayburn, Murray Route Seven, James L
week his resignation takes effect. He
and a Pontiac four door owned er.
Harry Sparks, Raymond Dix- Mayfield, of Livonia, Minis., and ins date specified above.
in the six elementary centers is prevented by judical ethics
and
Mazak
memother
Rev.
sociological,
psyconduct
driven
"3. To
by Sherman Borders and
on, Stanford Hendrickson, Min- Nelson Istartseki out Roseville,
of the Calloway Comity School from commenting on political
chological, economic and other by Loma Jean Borders of Kirk- bers of the executive board exMich.; one brother, Rice Hughes
matters.
Frances
es
Ruby
Sexton,
SimpSystem.
pressed their appreciation to
research into the essential needs sey Route One,
of Mayfield, 25 grandeatidnet:
But in any event, the Breathson, and Frances Brown.
The
Mrs. Borders was going west the persons who have served as
registration
ached
3f larger families to provide a
is
48 great grandchildren; two
itt-Combs speculation adds furNew
at
sound basis for determining the and started to turn left when hostesses and on the various
Concord
at
nine
a.
In ther fire to the move to
great grandchildren.
and at Hazel it one p. in. on
best means of fostering a heal- her car collided with the Upton committees during the year.
Funeral services were held
"smoke" Ford out of the race.
The ftmeral for Mrs. Eunice Tuesday, April 7.
thy social atmosphere that will car going south on the parking
today at two p.m. at the chapel Bucy Ray
formerly of BuchanOn
Thursday,
April
9,
regicontribute to the well being of lot, according to the police reof the J. H. Churchill Funeral an,
Tam., was bald this morn- stration at Faxon will be at
all larger families.
Port
Home with Bro. Dennis Rogers ing at ten
o'clock at the LeDon nine a. m. and at Alma at one
Jan Cooper, Murray, has been and Bro. liarokl Irvin officialDamage to the Upton car was
Chapel at Ridgeway Morticians, p. m.
initiated into Tau Phi Lambda,
"4. To provide a strong voice on the left front fender and to
Paris, T.Burial was in the
Reentrance at Kirksey and
a newly-organized social sororfor larger families in such areas the Borders car on the right
Pallbeaears were Billy Rob
Lynn Grove was held today.
ity at Murray State University. Mayfield, Jerry Mayfield, alike hat. Pleasaiht Cemetery.
as mass communications, family front fender.
Mrs.
Ray died Friday in a
legislation, education, medicine,
Miss Cooper is a sophomore Mayfield, Ronald Rogers, David
Dorm and Holiday Roads was
majoring in home economics Singleton, and Billy Murdock. rest home in Nashville, Tenn.,
and the economy.
the scene of the other collision
at the age of 78. She was marand English at MSU. Daughter
at 4:22 p.m. Sunday.
Burial was in the Antioch ried to Roy Ray
of Hazel who
"S. To pass on to the next genCars involved were a 1968
The Murray State University of, Mr. and Mrs. R. L Cooper, Cemetery with the arrange- preceded her in
The Delta Department of The
death some
by
driven
Sunset
door
1614
Blvd.,
Oldsmobile
four
she
is
also
Churchill
under
Band,
direction
IL
the
the
J.
by
of
Murray Woman's Club will a(Continued on Page Six)
years ago. She was born FebCecil Benjamin Duncan of Ben- Professor Paul Shahan, will pre- treasurer for the Home EconoHome.
gain sponsor the annual camruary 8, 1892, in Henry County
ton and a 1955 Ford four door sent the Spring Children's Con- mics Club and second vice-prepaign for The American Cancer
and was the daughter of the
owned by Charles McReynolds cert Wednesday morning, April sident of Kappa Omicron Phi
John D Calhoon of Hazel Society with Mrs. Aubrey Hatlate Pierce Bucy and Martha
and driven by Eva Holland Mc- 8. The concert, to be held in honorary home economic' fratMorris Bucy. She was a mem- Route Two entered the Univer- cher as local chairman, accordKirkwood
ernity.
1620
Reynolds of
the • Murray State University
ber of the Church of Christ. sity of Kentucky Medical Cent- ing to an announcement releas-Drive, Murray.
Auditorium, will begin at 9:30.
ed this morning.
Survivors include one daugh- er at Lexington today.
BROKIt
WINDOW
Police said Duncan stopped * The Children's Concerts are
ter,
A meeting of all volunteer
Mrs. Ernest Miller of Nash- Calhoon is scheduled to unThree
The New Concord Parana the entrance to Doran Raid bdt sponsored by the Music Destudents from Murray
ville, Tenn.; one Meer, Mrs. Al- dergo surgery.
workers will be held Tuesday
4.window was broken on the have been elected officers of in
Club will meet at the school failed to see the McReynolds partment of the Murray Wa
morning April 7, at 10:30 in the
McLendon of Texas; three
on Tuesday, April 7, at 7:90 car and the two cars collided. man's Club -to promote music north sale of the building of the Baptist Student Union at
brothers, Errett Bucy of Paris,
Red Room of Holiday Inn. Mn,
p. m.
Damage to the Duncan car appreciation by the elementary the Sager Glove Company, South Murray Siete University for the Tenn., Flumes
Hatcher urges both those who
Bucy of BuchFourth Street, according to the 1970-71 school year.
Presenting the programs will was on the left front and fendanan, Tam., and Morris Bucy
school children. Mrs. Donald report
have been contacted and any
made to the Murray PoRebecca Tarry, junior Pay- of
be the two 4-H Clubs od NOW er, but no visible damage was
Story is in charge of concert lice
others who are willing to assist
Nashville, Tens., six greedC.oticord.
Department
chology
on
major, was elected preSaturday
,reported to the McReynolds car. arrangements.
In this project to attend the
at 7:29 a. m.
sident of the organization. She children.
The Eager Beavers Club will
meeting.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
present their act, "Jack and the
"The efforts of the entire
Beanstalk", and the Explorers
M. T. Tarry of 1510 Sycamore
The Murray Fire Department community have
made the preClub will present "Three Moand is also a memier of Psi
was called Saturday at 9:05 a. in vious
drives most successful
dern Bears". Both of these acts
Chi, honorary psychology socto
a
grass
fire
at
the Carrier with the money and services beIP*
wae presented at the County
iety. Miss Tarry has served on
Corporation at 131 Esst Mein ing used to
detect and arrest
4-H Club Talent Show on Frithe Insight Steering Committee
Street
many cases of cancer in Murray
day, March 27, at Lynn Grove
The Annual Day for the Use
for two years.
Firemen used the banter to and Calloway County," a spokeswith the Explorers being runNamed publicity chairman is loway County Homemakers Club
extinguish
the grass fire. One man said.
will
be
ner m in the judging for their
held
Friday,
April 10,
Beverly Anne Paschall, daughact.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Pas- M the Murray Woman's Club truck with three regular firemen answered the call. They
Mrs. Robert licCage's third
chall of 415 Sycamore. She is House.
grade room will present the dea sophomore sociology major. Reservations for luncheon were back at the station at 10:25
.
votional part of the program
Freshman Kathy Lockhart, may be made well Wednesday
by
and the room will be hostesses
calling
the
County
Extendaughter of Mrs. Fvelyn C.
for the social hour.
Lockhart of 418 S. Eighth St., sion office, 753-1452, according
The ladies day luncheon will
will serve as youth team chair- to Mrs. Barletta 'Writhes-, cobe served at noon on Wednesunty
agent
man. She is majoring in socioday, April 8, at the Calloway
The morning program will
logy and special education. She
County Country Club.
was named K-Mate of the Year include rs—style revue and a
Hostesses will be Mesdames
by Circle K Club, and is a mem- *it of the year's work. A specJames R. Allbritten, Hugh
I:sited Pre.. Iaterson•sia
ber of Alpha Lambda Delta isut feature of' the day will be Toy Cumingharn of Hickory Houston, Baxter
Bilbrey, Gaythe Hobby Show.
Route Two, brother of Mrs. Ef- lord Forrest, E. B. Howton,
freshman women's honorary,
Nat
All
homemakers
and
the
genKentucky: Partly cloudy west
dnd the Sociology Club.
fie Ellison of Almo, died Frieral public are invited to at. day at 1:45 p. m. at his home. Ryan Hughes, George E. Overconsiderable cloudiness mid and
bey, 0, P. Valentine, Jack
tend
east with a few light showers
He was dl years of age and White, and Freed Cotham,
today and east early tonight.
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Sr., and
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Fair tonight and Tuesday and
Christie Cunningham; two stet,- Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., will be
a lane warmer Tuesday. Highs
sons, Charlie Mozee of Graves hostesses for the bridge sesstoday mid 5ils to mid 60, Lows
County and Emmitt Mame of ion to be held at 9:30 am. WedA break in was reported at
tonight 30s and low 40s.
TUC9011, Arizona; two sisters, nesday.
he Jones (roe and Metal ComMrs. Effie Ellisoo of Almo and
pany,
east
of the railroad, on
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
The Alpha Chi National Hon- Mrs. Lola Parkhill of Paducah;
iaturday
at 10:53 a. in. to the
Extended outlook for KenLODGE TO MINT
or Society will meet Wednes- two step grandchildren.
Vurray Police Department.
tucky Wednesday through Fri•
April
day,
8,
at
7:30
p.m.
in
The police report said entry
Funeral servicies were held
day:
Murray Lodge 105, Free and
was gained by breaking a win- the University School auditor,today at one p. m. at the Byrn
WEEKEND RETREAT This is a full-scale model of a house tinder experiment in'EUEope SM 1
Showers likely Thursday endAccepted Masons will meet toium.
Funeral Home Chapel, Mayand the person or persons
ekend ietre,it Called Rondo, It is complete in every detail, including plastic furniture. It
ing Friday. Warm temperatures
night at 7:30 at the lodge hall.
Dr. Clell Peterson of the field, with Rev. E. R.
:eft by the door. Stolen from
is strengthened by fiber glAs made by Menke, PPG Industries' Netherlands affiliate Thi
Collins Work will be
through Friday with highs in
dorm in the FelEnglish Department, Murray and Rev. Carlisle
'he
yard
inejutk•s.
were
a
hall.
bedroom
officiating
two
unit
and lounge with a kitchen-dinette area. The unit also is be36 gallon
the 130s and 70s. Lows in the
lowcraft degree. All members
University, will speak on Burial was in
State
bums,
with
one full and other
the_Moyftld Me- are urged
ing considered for assembling in clusters as apartments or hotel'accommodations
40s and 50s.
to attend and visitors
"Wadsworth Irrtnir
1/4 full of copper mixture.
mory, Gardens.
are welcome.

Young Democrats To
Hear Bobby Joe Sims

Essay Winner Speaker

Kappa Department

Mrs. Don Overbey Is

Ninety Year Old
Woman Succumbs

Kirtsey, Farmington
Postmaster Exams
Are Announced Today

Elected President Of
The Robertson PTA

No Injuries Reported
In Two Collisions In
The City Of Murray

Delta Department To
Hold Regular Meeting

Pre-registration For
First Graders Listed

Spring Children's
Concert Set For
Wednesday, 9:30

New Concord Parents
Club Meets Tuesday

Funeral Held Today
For Mrs. Eunice Ray

Jan Cooper Initiated
Into fau Phi Lambda

John D. Calhoon Now
At Lexington Hospital

Woman's Club To
Sponsor Cancer
Society Campaign

BSU Elects Three
Murray Students

Grass Fire Reported
At The Carrier Corp.

Annual Day Planned
By The Homemakers

Calloway Club Plans
For Ladies Luncheon

i:0103

Toy Cunningham Dies
At Home In Hickory

WEATHER REPORT

Breakin Reported At
Jones Iron & Metal

•

Dr. MU Peterson
Is Alpha Chi Speaker

4

o
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By United Press International
Today is Monday, April 6, the
96th day of 1970 with 269 to
follow.
The moon is between its new
pease and first quarter.
The morning star is Jupiter.
The evening stars are MEITCUry, Venus, Mars and Saturn,
On this day in history:
In 1830 Joseph Smith orga.
nixed the Church of the Latter
Day Saints, more commonly
known as the Mormons, in
Fayette, N.Y.
In 1909 Robert Peary became
the first civilized man to reach
the North Pole.
In 1957 the last New York
trolley car completed its run,
In 1968 the federal government sent 5,000 troops to
Chicago to put dim a riot.
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MONDAY
paints
Precanbon on
NEW YORK (UPI)—Whether
you choose solvent-thinned or
water-thinned paints, follow the
manufacturer's directions. Consult a reputable paint dealer for
help in choosing the correct
The
paint for the surface.
the
been decided chiefly by
Varnish and
National Paint,
accidental fact that a concen- Lacquer Association says this
trated population explosion has step probably' will save you
resulted in much of the nation needless problems later
being rather young. Art had
nothing to do with it.
-

TV Writer Pulls For Wayne
To Win Oscar Tuesday Night
By RICK DU BROW

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)— I don't
know about the rest of you
guys, but I'm hoping John
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., UM
Wayne wins the best-actor
Adamson Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg. New York. N.Y.,
Beale's"
htepuenrian nide, Detroit. Maeh
Academy Award for "True
Films, of course, have always
Grit" on ABC-TV's Oscar show
denominaaimed for common
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
Tuesday night.
certainly in the older
trammission as Second Class Matter
Stars supposedly don't mean tors—
days too. But at least that fact
much
anymore,
but
if
you
got
SUBEIGIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 34, per
was just accepted in the past,
FAMOUS FOR
Wayne for a movie and picked
Month *Las. in Cauoway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.60;
and no one was trying to
HOLDING AN EDGE
Zones 1 di 4, $14.U4J, aisewfl0re $16.t/u. AL service
the rest of the cast out of the
subscriptions WOO.
disguise it, or pass off obvious
book,
the
financial
telephone
Cesar
-Chavez
FIRST
SIGNED
GRAPE CONTRACT
(left,
material as earth-shaking, soulThe Outstanding Civic Asset or a CenanianIty ts the
backers would still swarm out
founder and head of the United Farmworkers of California,
saving pretense.
Integrity et its Newspaper"
of
the
woodwork
to
put
up
shakes hands with grape grower Lionel Steinberg in Los
money.
Angeles after signing a three-year contract, the first breakIt was simply entertainment,
I will now proceed to be
MONDAY — APRIL 6. IWO
through in the nearly five-year stalemate between workers
corny. I like Wayne because he and in the end that's all that
and growers of table grapes.
Is manly, direct and uncompli- successful films will ever come
A Magid fie the day: eatecl, and I consider all of dowsio--American writer David Thoreau these qualities as virtues.
MAIN & THIRD
WM but the most shallow
said, "Rather than love, than Curiously, he has just as much
TilES FILE
people,
one
must
ask,
would
money, give me truth."
of a statement to make in his
films as the pipsqueak produ- actually care to be educated by
Funeral services will be held at the First Methodist Church,
cers and performers who try to purveyors of show business
Murray, for Grady Crawford of Detroit, Mich. He was 70 years of
regard him as "camp" today. entertainment? At its best. Wm
age and a brother of K. T. Crawford of Murray.
iHis statement, characteristical- is stilL• a crude method of
Read the tap_
Dr. John Quertermous of Murray was named _t_t?, the Ciliates
ly, is a manly, direct and commanMatioo as opposed to
Commission on the Aging by Gov, Bert T. Combs,
uncomplicated one Never yd. the subtlety of the finest
(UPI)—When
of
it
going
in
NEW
this
order
YORK
By GAY PAULEY
L. W. Smith, Loyd Boyd, Bob McDowell, Kama Cruse,sod
"Meted words.
entertain.
Movies,
dating,
buying
a
dress,
do
you
just look low out,
UPI Women's Edible
*New Installment
Jim Irby are officers of the Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce.
one
wonderful
in
Television
is
meat,
gasoline
and
auto, for something in the latest style
* Repairs
Directors are Max Lovett, Dr William Pogue, Ed Fenton, Robert
especially:
showing
By
sense
re
NEW YORK (UPI) — It clothing, candy, ice cream and that fits well? If you do, you'
* Pumping
Hopkins, and Bill Reddick.
soda, hobbies, personal groom- out of date. Fashion and fit the older movies along with the
Miss Debbie Landon celebrated her fourth birthday with a Prin- sounds almost as astronomical ing, records, magazines, paper- are important, of course, but new films, the qualities ad(Licensed, State Health
cess party at her home. Her mother, Mrs. Gene Landoll, was hos- as the national debt. But it is backs and cigarettes.
'Department)
you can—and should —expect mired by various generations
merely the figure of young
tess.
much more in buying an, and telescoped before our eyes,
people's spending— a record
ALL
TYPES BACKHOE
• even as we switch from channel
Girls in the 16-19 age received garment.
high of $22.3 billion in 1969.
crnonnnn,,,
)41morsomei
WORK
channel.
And,
to
put
to
this
,
Who manufactured the garThe total is an 11.5 per cent an average of $20.35 per week,
What
*11.
-r•nrc. test. the older_ glaieration hast_alit TODAYALTAISIOAY *
%Meg
$02S
of
it
for
bigger
Increase over-t968's 20 billio:
nothing to be iihamed about in
and overwhelms the 1950 total expenditures later, and detailed lent of the fabric? What fabric the virtues ll admired. Perhaps
How
finishes
have
used?,
been
In this order: Clothing, cosmosof $5 billion.
some of these qualities were D
Lester Rand, president of the tics and fragrances, movies and should you care for the naive tut that is the worst that
Phone 753-71.91
y,arment? The JUISW6D1 to these
or
entertainment,
beauty
Youth
Research
Institute which
Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou
questions are the key to what can be said about them.
* SANDRA DEE
Southside
Shopping Center
parlor
and
hair
products,
made the teen spending study,
And, as an astute British
serve. — Luke 4:8.
gasoline and auto, jewelry, you can expect from the garsaid
there
are
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ANOTHER COMER,-SERVICE!

A SPECTACULAR TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES- "COME TO SWITZERLAND"
BY MAX & MADELEINE CANTNER-MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY, APRIL 9- 1:30 p.m.

"COME TO SWITZERLAND"

TweTlickt;(fithrsre
You'll always see the best of the TV scene on Channel 5
For entertainment and information year-round,
keep watching No 1
WLAC TV

CLIP TICKET & AT T END—DON'T MISS THIS T RAVELOGUE I
******************************t
FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY!
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
Courtesy at' Your Local

Slipmr*
4
Monday, April 6
FOUR OIRtS IN TOWN' tr.,
George Nader. blue Adams Elsa

on PM. Monday through

Co-Sponsor: GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geograpity
Don't Miss This Travelereel

CO—SPONSOR
amma Theta Upsilon
Honor Society In Geography
Murray State University

c9go To SWITZERLAND.
Thuriday, April 9 - 7.30 p.m.

Friday

Tuesday. April 7 -LAND UNKNOWN
lock Mahoney, Shawn Smith.
William Reynolds, Henry Brandon

Wednesday April 8
BC AND l'
Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray,
Marjorie Main

Martinelli, Gia Scala

Friday April 10 SASKATCHEWAN
Alan Ladd Shelly Winters.

I Carol Naish, Hugh O'Brien

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM it
***************WWWWWW*WW****Ir

FREE DOOR PRIZE QUALITY STAINLESS TABLEWARE

Thursday April 9
ATTACK Of THE ROBOTS
Eddie Constantine Sophie Hardy
Fernando Rey

Your number one spot to watch
for entertainment and information

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
304 E. Main Street

GET ADDIT IONAL FREE/ T ICKETS FROM US!

c

Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
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CO—SPONSOR
Murray branch
Hopk insvil le Federal
Savings & Loan Assn,
304 E, Main

Senators

CHRISMAh

A MAGNIFICANT FILM THAT
EVE RY AMERICAN SHOULD
SEE!

On Stage Narrators
Max & Madeleine Cantner
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Spring.
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Donnie Allison
Wins Southeastern

or
he

Tenn.
BRISTOL,
Donnie Allison of Hueytown,
Ala., averaged 87.543 miles per
hour— in spite of six caution
flags—to win an easy victory in
the Southeastern 500 stock car
race at Bristol International
Speedway Sunday.
Allison piloting a 1969 Ford,
the finish line nearly
crossed'
three laps ahead of his brother,
Bobby, driving a 1969 Plymouth.

•Of

he

his
ou
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Baltimore Bullets Beat NY
Knicks 96-87 In Playoffs

The Bullets, on the verge of
elimination for the second year
in a row at the hands of the
Gus Johnson is a hard man to Knicks, were trailing, 43-41, at
please.
halftime before Johnson and
"My offense could have been Earl Monroe brought them
better, so could my defense, but back to life.
I'm not going to quibble about Monroe, the mainstay of
either," said the seven-year Baltimore's offense all season,
veteran
ol the
Baltimore tallied 29 points during a 45Bullets after scoring 31 points minute stint while Walt Fra.
and holding New York's Dave zier's 18 points led the Knicks,
Mechanical failures plagued
DeBusschere to only four 6who shot only 35 per cent while
most of the other top entries. Sunday as Baltimore beat
the being held to their lowest point
Cale Yarborough of Tim- Knicks,
96-87, and squared their total of the season.
monsville, S.C., finished in third National
Basketball Association Atlanta had to break away
place in a 1970 Mercury. Jakes playoff at three games apiece. from a 51-51 tie at halftime
Hylton, of Inman, S.C,, was
The Knicks-Bullets best-of- before ending the Bulls' hopes
fourth in a 1969 Ford and seven quarter. final series,
for a comeback. The Hawks
Richard Brooks of Spartanburg, which began March 26,
ends trailed 25-20 at the end of the
S.C., finished fifth in a 1970 one way
or another tonight with first quarter before rookie
Plymouth.
the seventh and deciding game Butch Beard sparked their
Yarborough was leading with at New York's
Madison Square offense, scoring 11 of his 18
less than 35 miles remaining Garden. The winner will face
points in the second session.
when the engine in his Mercury Mlwaukee in the East Division
a
The Hawks displayed
failed allowing Donnie Allison finals as the Bucks
advanced balanced offense, getting 24
deficit.
to make up a two-lap
by- eliminating Philadelphia in points from Joe Caldwell and 23
Donnie earned $6,670 for his five games.
apiece from Walt Harrard and
win before *more than 30,000
The
Atlanta Hawks, the Lou Hudson. Clem Haskins led
fans at the half-mile speedway. regular season West Division Chicago with 22.
David Pearson of Spartan- champions,
qualified for the
The Lakers staved off eliminburg, S.C., who opened on the next playoff round by beating
and forced the series back
ation
pole position, Bobby Isaac of the Chicago Bulls, 113-107,
for game No, 6
Phoenix
to
Catawba, N.C., Richard Petty
thanks to Jerry
Sunday'
to
take
that
series,
4-1,
night
Tuesday
David Hughes (22) Is coming up on George Landon (24) to make the tackle In Friday night's spring football
game at Murray High School. The black team, coached of Randleman, N.C. and Benny while the Los Angeles Lakers West and Wilt Chamberlain
by John Hine and Jerry Shelton, beat the white team, coached by Bob Toon and W. P.
Mich.,
were
Detroit,
'
Parsons
of
Russell, 164. Sixty-two boys were out for football at Murray High this
kept alive with a 138-121 who scored 36 points each.
contenders
Spring.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon among the leading
triumph over Phoenix which
Connie Hawkins paced Phoerace
before the
sidelined
reduced the Suns' lead to 3-2 bi- nix with 28 points and Gail
reached the halfway point.
te fourth and final series.
Goodrich added 23.
Mickey
Lolich
while Dick
will
go for the
Bosman
Senators.
A former Tiger, Joe Sparma,
will start for Montreal in
Increased
Cincinnati against Jim Merritt.
On Tuesday there'll be a full
wages, modern serslate of openers with Chicago at
Philadelphia, New York at By United Press International
vices, medical and
for
the fAnding of the
By VITO STELLINO
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati at Los
Cincinnati Redstoeldngs in 1869.
surgical innovations are
UPI Sports Writer
Angeles, Atlanta at San Diego George Stone's elbow felt like
Spring training, usually a
and Houston at San Francisco a rock to Bob Bedell Sunday. GREENSBORO, N.C. (9P0—
adding to today's cost
Baseball's second century serene time, this year was in the National League and Bedell, a forward for the Dallas Muscular Gary Playa' the
opens today (for the second rocked by the court wrangling California at Milwaukee, Oak- Chaps, suffered a broken South African physical illness
of health care.
time) with Richard Nixon in in the Seattle-Milwaukee case, land at Kansas City, Minnesota orbital arch over his right eye exponent, planned a day of
Kuhn's
decision to
the White House, Denny Mc- Bowie
at
Chicago, Baltimore at In the fourth period when he practice for this week's MastLain in Florida, Curt Flood in suspend McLain until July 1st, Cleveland and Boston at New
was struck in the face by Stone ers today, his first tow victory
As health care costs rise and methods of
court and the Seattle Pilots in Curt Flood's court fight against York in the American League. of the Los Angeles Stars. Stone of the year and $36.000 in Drize
Milwaukee.
the reserve clause (set to begin Also, Detroit and Washington was charged with a deliberate money neatly tucked away.
providing care change, your need for quality health
And the New York Mets are May 18) and the players will play their second game
Player stormed out of a flock
foul.
really the defending world negotiations with the owners for Tuesday. St. Louis plays its Despite the loss of Bedell, of contenders Sunday to capcare protection increases.
champions.
more benefits.
at who had 10 points, Dallas hupg ture the $180,000 Greater
game Wednesday
first
Things may sound a bit
Open • by two
The absence of the President Montreal (if it doesn't snow). on for a 131-127'victory over 'Greensboro
confused but the season will and the vice president will take
strokes over Miller Barber. An
... The most important financial decision you
Los Angeles.
still get off on schedule when some of the luster away from
The victory put Dallas in eagle on the sixth hole, pitched
the Washington Senators host the Washington opener.
may make this year . . . will be to review and upsecond place in the Western out of a sand trap, spurrtd him
the Detroit Tigers in the
Subbing at Robert F. KenneDivision with a half-game lead on his way. He turned in a sixgrade your health care protection.
"presidential opener" (even dy Stadium will be President
over Washington. The loss under-par 65 for a 72.tiole total
though the President won't be Nixon's son- in - law, David
-under-par
271.
of
13
dropped Los Angeles into a tie
there) and the Cincinnati Reds Eisenhower. He's a veteran of
Arnold Palmer, leader or cofor fourth with New Orleans.
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD offers quality health care
entertain the Montreal Expos.
these affairs silliece Ws,deed to
in the othder Uwe. g,g'leader in J oao!,.at-the iirst three
IrOastda,
This is supposed to be the come with his glove in hopes of
had
a 74 in the morning
Denver maintained ins protection to help you meet today's cost and
start of baseball's second 100 catching a foul pop at Griffith
game lead in the Western round, then came back with an
changing
methods of providing care.
even-par
71
for a 72-bole total
years but the centuries go Stadium when his grandfather,
Division with a 112-98 victory
rather fast in baseball. The President Eisenhower, used to
Kentucky, New York of 276, five strokes off the pace
over
BLUE CROSS FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES
game had a centennial in 1939 do these honors. And doesn't By United'Press International topped Indiana, 104-99, and and tied for fifth.
Barber oia 68 in his final
(for Abner Doubleday's mythi- that make us all feel a bit
Miami beat Carolina.111-103.
OFFERS
Last year's promising rookie
cal founding in 1839) and liked older?
Spencer Haywood scored 39 round for a 273, R. H. Sikes
can
often
be
this
season's
came
in
with
a
69
another
and
a
274,
confinement
For each
Up to 70 days coverage
much that
it so
Subbing for the suspended
points for DenveZ in-the victory
centennial was held last year— McLain on the mound will be disappointment.
over Kentucky. Darrell Carrier one stroke in front of young
of
room
allowances
Choice
Up to $35 per day
One of them Sunday was Don had 27 for the losers.
Steve Spray with a 67. Tommy
Young, who was the Chicago
Aaron
and
Lee
Trevino
with
71
pace
scored
32
to
Dove
Sonny
Covered hospoN services
Paid in full
Cubs' starting centerftelder on New York past Miami. Freddie and 68, respectively, tied
opening day last season. Young Lewis scored 25 for Indiana, Palmer for fifth with 276s.
was one of four players the which has already clinched the Player said he would go
BLUE SHIELD' FOR PHYSICIANS SERVICES
Cubs sent to Tacoma while Eastern title.
directly to Augusta, Ga., today
OFFERS
trimming their roster to the 25.
George Lehmann poured in 25 to prepare for the Masters,
CHRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY, MURRAY,
player limit.
points for Miami in its victory which he won in 1961. Special
allowances
Schedule C($270)
A
choice
of
surgical
The other three were outfiel- over Carolina. Bob Verga had guards will be posted to ward
KENTUCKY, IS NOW CONTRACTING FOR
or Schedule D($405)
der Jim Qualls, who ruined 35 for the losers.
off rumored racial demonstraTom Seaver's bid for a perfect
tions against South Africa's
Allowances for—in-hospital medical calls ... x-ray... anesthesia
POPCORN ACREAGE, EAR BASIS
game last July with a one-out
aParth eid policy.
By STU CAmEN
UPI Sports Writer

Dallas Tops PLAYER CAPTURES
Los Angeles GREATER WORO

Senators And Tigers Meet
In "Presidential Opener"

OPEN YESTERDAY

BUT • • •

IN S 31ES1
NEM)
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AND •• •

Chicago Cuts
Don Young
From Squad

POPCORN GROWERS

Join the fastest growing, most progressive processor in
this area. We guarantee to get your wagons and trucks
unloaded faster and more efficiently.
With over 20 years experience in the popcorn business,
we are prepared to work with you to your advantage.
Come in to see us soon — or call.

CRISMAN POPCORN COMPANY
Murray, Ky. 42071
101 East Poplar Street
Telephone 502-753-1722

ninth inning single, pitcher Pat of speedsters.
Jazquez and
catcher John
Besides selling Savage, the Infielder Minnie Mendoza on the
Hairsten.
Reds optioned outfielder Clyde Twins' roster.
The New York Mets have Mashore to its Indianapolis
The Houston Astros purchalready made their cuts and farm club, removed lefthander ased righthander Dan Osinski
the only rookie they've kept Al Jackson from the roster and from Oklahoma CM-- to replace
this year is first baseman- added Don Gullet, a 19-year-old Don Wilson, who is on the
Outfielder Mike Jorgensen. lefthander.
disabled list.
They have one, of the most set
The San Francisco Giants cut
The Reds also said they are
teams in the majors this year. thinking of adding controversial pitcher
Bob Garibaldi and
The Milwaukee Brewers pitcher Bo Belinsky to the outfielder Jim Gosger to pare
made a deal Sunday as they roster to get the 25-man limit. the roster to 27. But the club
bought veteran Ted Savage
The Minnesota Twins sent 61111 must slice two more.
the Cincinnati Reds. Paul Ray Powell to the minors
from
Bill Russell, who batted .226
Savage hit only .227 last year to make room for veteran for "the Dodgers last season,
but Manager Dave Bristol outfielder Bob Allison who had was shipped to Spokane of the
thinks Savage and Tommy been placed on waivers hut Pacific Coast League with Bob
Harper will give the club a pair wasn't claimed, and utility Stinson, a catcher.

FOSTER •".0 KLEISER

With comprehensive Blue Cross and Blue Shield, Schedule C or D, you are eligible to apply for additional protection available through the Extended Benefits Endorsement. This Endorsement adds and increases specified
benefits-OUT-OF-THE HOSPITAL, DURING HOSPITALIZATION AND FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION.
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD MEMBERS and NON-MEMBERS
Review and upgrade your health care protection, today.
It could be the most important financial decision you
and your family make.
Various programs and benefits are available to eligible
individuals, families and employee groups of five or
more.
Form Bureau Members, See Your Form Bureau Agent
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD"
CROSS HOSPITAL RAN, INC. KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL. INC.

BM

3101 Bardstown Road
‘American Hospital Association

Phons (502) 452.1311
Louisville, Ky. 40205
'Notional Association of Blue Shield Pion,

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
31O1 Bardstown Road Louisville, Ky. 40205

•,
1 M 1%, IA 5..olr...101

4

515 So. 12th

Street

to •

PH.

NAME

HOME
ADDRESS

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
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Please send rii,eL. without obligation, information on health
care benefits anki eligibility requirements.
lam: =64 years of age or under. 1165 years of age or over.
A college student.
L. Interested in forming a group.
I ern: A Blue Cress and Blue Shield member, certificates
Reaching 19. DOetting married. °Interested in upgrading benefits.

cipi•rn. tworhe ...I war. ri.no

HATCHER AUTO SALES INC.

GROUP PLANS MAY Si FORAM WHERE
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When Your Child Is Sick
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Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947 I

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

First Step Should Be
A Call to Family Doctor
NEW YORK (UPI): It happens occasionally in
every
family where there are children.
"Mommy, I don't feel
good," one wakes up one
morning complaining. Or,
"Mommy, my ear aches."
Or, "My stomach hurts."
Or, an alert mommy notices that one of the little
ones has a sudden loss of
appetite.
What to do' Check with
your family doctor or pediatrician. These complaints, sounding minor perhaps, still should be
checked out with a physician. Only someone who
has been medically trained
can tell, sometimes, the difference between the onset
of grave illness from what
a too confident mother may
believe treatable with home
remedies, hot lemonade, or
a good night's sleep.

any of these situations:
Persistent crying and,
after careful search, no
cause can be found. An elevated temperature. If the
mercury in the thermometer goes above normal,
there is no cause for panic.
But the doctor should be
consulted.
In case of accidents, such
effects as a cut or pain
from a fall are obvious.
Sometimes, however the
really serious effects may
not be seen easily or quickly. A fall, for instance,
could cause later dizziness
or headache. The child
could have a concussion.
Check with the doctor.
ANY DIFFICULTY in
breathing. Vomiting and
diarrhea, if either is per-

WHAT TO DO when illness strikes a child is outlined in a new publication
from the Public Affairs
Committee, New York, a
nonprofit educational organization. Its author is
Jacqueline Seaver, a wellknown writer in the health
field.
In "When Your Child Is
Sick," Miss Seaver a says
that one recent study
showed that youngsters between 6 and 18 were absent
from school because bf in=

sistent or recurrent. In any
case, either removes large _
quantities of fluids from
the system. These must be
replaced soon, ancLperhaps
continously, because dehydration can seriously affect
body processes.
Symptoms that persist
should be checked-"Any
stomach ache that lasts
more than one hour is rea&on to call a doctor." Miss
Seaver says a number of childhood -ailments begllV
with seemingly unimportant stomach discomfort.
Frequent or long-lasting
headaches should neither
be ignored nor treated with

nese an average of about
four days a year.
Usually, she says, a description of the child's complaints and symptoms over
the telephone to the doctor
will be enough. Take the
child's temperature before
calling the doctor. He will
want to know it.

H20, or plain water, is
apparently emerging as the
"latest" washday miracle
cleaner, a preliminary
stddy at Marquette University indicates. The test was
conducted primarily to assess the cleaning power of
a new detergent containing
none of the phosphates
which have been blamed
for speeding up the aginc,
process in rivers and lakes
by promoting the growth
of algae. Included in the
survey of cleaning power
was a load washed in plain
water and one washed with
"Tide," a regular detergent.
During the test, four
dozen diapers were used.
Six were set aside for comparative purposes, and the
rest were soiled with mud
and stained with barbeque
sauce. The soiled garments
were then divided into
three loads and washed
and dried in automatic machines.
When the suds cleared,
six observers compared the
results with the unsoiled-

remedies from the medicine cabinet. Ear aches
should receive promt attention by a doctor.
JOINT AND muscle
aches are not "growing
pains" as our elders used
.to say, but can be symptoms of serious diseaselike childhood arthritis.
Failure to thrive. "A
child who is listless, with'out appetite, who fatigues
easily.
... needs a doctor's
examination, although he's
not actively sick," she says.
One final warning: "Uncircumstances
no
der
should any drug or other
medicine be given a child
unless the doctor orders
It,,

New Flavor
for barium
NEW YORK MO:
recipe for barium •cliseeletw
fudge appears in the arrent issue of "Radiologyr
journal for radiologists.
The thing about the barium-impreganated fudg e:
Youngsters like it, it goes
down slowly enough to allow time for X-ray study of
Intake, chewing and swallowing mechanisms in pabents afflicted with swallowing abnormalities. The
authors of the recipe are
from the University of California at Los Angelis
School df Medicine.

Vogo‘ ifhath4

cleanliness and stain reinosal. The results were
rated numerically, the lowest number being the best
score.
In whiteness, none
matched the new diapers,
but the load, washed in
Tide got a "1." Water followed with a "2," and the
diapers wished in the new
detergent were given a "3."
In dirt removal, all methods scored "1." However,
in stain removal, plain water scored "1," outscoring
Tide by four points and
the new detergent by five.
The results: Plain water
won with a score of "4,"
Tide was second with "5"
and the new detergent
came in last with "6."

Banana Buys
Speckled bananas usually
sell for reduced prices and
are a good value if they are
not overripe and can be
used immediately. Speckled
bananas are sweeter...They
have the lowest starch and
highest sugar content of
any stage of maturity

unwashed diapers in three
ways: Whiteness, general

LSI*
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Readers answer
critics of charities
By Abigail Van Buren

IT'S A COMFORT to
know that most illnesses in
children pass quickly. But
Miss Seaver urges that parents consult a physician for

DEAR ABBY: May God love you for the answer you
gave that person who objected to sending contributions to a
"cause" in memory of a loved one.
I am a retiree, after 38 years with "A. T. & T." and I'm
one of those nuts who loved every minute of it. On retirement, to keep out of mischief, I took a volunteer job with
the American Cancer society. My job is filling in those
"printed cards" advising the recipient that a donation to the
"Rinky-dink charitable organization" has been made in
memory of a deceased loved one And may I say, in all
those years I worked for "Ma Bell" Las we called "A. T. &

Robots for
the '1970's
NEW YORK (UPI): Della
that pucker up arid Ides.
dela that blow babbles.
dolls that tumble came to
Toyland in the Ws. In the
decade ahead, dolls will become even more realistic,
buyers attending the 17th
annual Toy Fair here were
told.
The more sophisticated
dolls will come about as
doll makers use more miniaturisation of electric circuitry-one of the fringe
benefits of the space program. The dolls will be programmed robots, in which
almost all human actions
are possible.

T."1-aed atm paid me NM& Wirer did I pet the aoui-aatar

Facts For The Nome Sewer
• Sewing knows no season.
Ready-to-wear can be bought
only when stores have it in
stock - the home sewer can
make anything at home at any
time.
• Forty-four million women
In this country sew.
• Two hundred million patterns were sold in 1988.
• Home sewing fulfills a
creative need.

• The home sewer can have
designer patterns from leading
Healthful Sandwich couturiers.
• Today, the home sewer is
Place thin dices of especially confident. She has
cooked chicken and cored, good machines and a wide suppred-skinned apple between
ly of notions.
• Uniformity of pattern size
slicer of brolOa bread. Add
and ready-to-wear size makes
lettuce and a mixture of
cheese spread and mayon- 'selection easier.
-Catherine C. Thompson,
naise, as desired.
Hickman, Ky. 42050. Telephone

KEHGAS SPECIAL

236-2351.

• ••
Enzyme Detergents Dangerous?
Enzyme detergents may be
dangerous to users over prolonged periods, says the FTC.
A report from 'the National
Clearing house for Poison Control Centers concludes that
there is no evidence that enzymes cause skin irritations.
But other studies done in Great
Britain 'indicate an abnormal
rate of lung ailments among
workers in enzyme-producing
plants after prolonged exposure. - Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple Street. Murray, Ky. 4207.
Telephone 753-1452.

•••
A small window in a room
quit needs plenty of sunlight
need not be treated with curtains or drapery. A decorated
lambrequin and window shade
,can do the trick. Let the shade
completely up during the day
for light, dowe at night far
privacy. - Mildred W. Potts,
La Center, Ky. 42056. Phone
f.165-5671.
•• •

TAPPAN RESALE RANGE
One Year Warranty
Model 30 1129

$12995

Patio Planning - The Iontion and nature of a patio reouires careful consideration. It
is equal to an extra room when
well-planned and well-constructed. Keep in mind the sun old
the breeze. Most important of
all is the size. A patio 10 feet
by 20 fret is small to average,
but can give added space if
three to four feet of planting
space is left between the house
and the edge of the patio. Curved lines are more artistic and
restful in appearance than the
traditional rectangular in shape
- Juanita Amonett - Courthouse - Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Phone 442-2718.
• ••

OTHER MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

$9995
KENGAS
Low As

YOUR

Water Wins

TEXGAS DEALER

Railroad Avenue

Murray

The world actually has plenty of water as seventy-one per
cent of the surface is water
But a large amount, 97% is
in the form of oceans, and because of salt is unfit to drink
It has been estimated that 6,000 communities in the U.S
have water supplies below the
Public Health Service Standards. Experiments are now being conducted in various co urounities on mechanical ways to
make their water pure Maxine
Griffin. Federal Building, Clinton, Kentucky 42031. Phone
653-2231.

faction I get out of writing memorials for The American
Cancer society, who I feel certain will one day wipe out
that dread disease thru research-made possible by donations.
My prayers are with that womap who cannot see the
value in making such a donation. May she never die of
cancer.
CLARA IN PHOENIX
DEAR ABBY: This is for "LONELY" who resented
having to write "thank you" notes to friends who made
tax-deductible donations to a charity in memory of her
deceased loved one!
Recently our son was killed in Viet Nam. My husband
and I and his Young widow agreed that a donation to a
Vietnamese orphanage in our son's memory would be appreL
ciated. The response from friends, relatives land even
strangers!) was heartwarming.
I have some advice for you who are experiencing the
pain of bereavement: Don't sit around, waiting for someone
to come to you and console you in your irief. Get out. Take
a walk. Go to church. Talk to strangers. See a movie. Drive
to the country. Read. No one wants to seek dut unhappiness.
SYMPATHETIC IN Sti DIEGO
DEAR ABBY: I want to reply to "LONELY" who
voiced her displeasure with those who made charitable
(tax-deductible] contributions in the name of her deceased
loved one.
My beloved father-recently died at a very early age of
a coronary attack. While many love!? floral tributes were
sent from friends, we were extremely grateful for the many
contributions made to the Heart Association in memory of
Dad.
It made us feel that perhaps these contributions to research of the cardi6-vascular system may well someday
allow another heart as fine as his to go on beating to a ripe
old age.
I cannot help feel that somewhere my wonderful father
smiles his benediction on these thoughtful people who honored him so that others may live.
GRATEFUL DAUGHTER
DEAR ABBY: To the person who felt that contributions
to a "Rink-A-Dink" charity organization was a cheap and
easy way to express sympathy: My mother, age 47. died of
cancer last month. My family asked that all remembrances
be made to the American Cancer
society My mother lived
three years with cancer only because previous donations
made research possible. Flowers die. Research doesn't.
Knowing that contributions made in my mother's name will
help someone else to live in the future-makes the heartache
easier to bear.
TEALA IN CINCINNATI
CONFIDENTIAL TO "voirit FRIEND AT DEMMLER'S
IN EAU CLAIRE": Of course, i remember you. And no,
I did not suggest that my readers send contributions "is
gee of" flowers. Flowers
say weieudae that money can't
say, but how I wish more people would remember their
loved ones with Rowers while
thrY are living and able to
esjoy them.
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Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.
with Mesdames David Lee McMullin, John Crouch, Charles
Porter, and Dan McKinney u
Monday, April
The new officers of the Fax- Wattages.
•••
on Mothers Club will meet at
Wednesday, AprIl 8
the home at Mrs. Janice BarThe Wesleyan Circle of the
nett at one p.
• ••
First United Methodist Church
The Lottie Moon Group of will meet at the home of Mrs.
the First Baptist Church WILS M. P. Christopher, 1504 Johnwill meet at the home of Mn. son Boulevard, at 7:30 p.m.
LINCOLN, NEB (UPI):
Allen McCoy at 7:30 p.m. with
•••
The harried housewife can
Mrs. Glen Hodges as cohostess. The Murray State University get a lot more work done
0 ••
with the same amount of
Women's Society Snxmgmbord
The Kathleen Jones Group of will be held at the Student Un- energy if she gives some
the First Baptist Church WM8 ion ballroom at 6:30 p. m. One consideration to her muscles, according to a Univerwill meet with Mrs. Graves dish per person is expected.
sity of Nebraska home eco•• •
Medd at 7:15 p.m. with Miss Ha.
nomics consultant.
sal Tarry as program leader.
The Petiertown Homemakers
Helen Becker, a health
• ••
Club will meet at the Holiday education specialist, has
The WSCS of the Coldwater Inn at ten ein.
come
up with five suggesUnited Methodist Church will
• ••
tions to help the homemakmeet at the church at 7:30 p.m.
The New Concord Homemak- er outlast her work. They
C..
ers Club will meet at the home
are:
The Olga Hampton W1dS of of Mrs. Leman Bailey at one
• Vary homemaking
the clriking Springs Baptist p.m.
chores. Since a particular
•• •
Church will meet at *even p.m.
S'S
The Hulls Grove Homemak- IOW uses the same muscles
The Licensed Practical Nurses era Club. will meet at the home constantly, it is less tiring
of District 17 will meet in the of Mrs. Walaie Lewis at one to switch from one task to
another.
conference room of the Mur- p.m.
•••
ray-Calloway County Hospital at
• Change the rhythm of
seven p.m. Willard Ails will
The Arts and Craits Club will movement. Don't stay with
speak on "Drug Abuse". Mem- meet at the home of Mrs. Ron- a single motion when doing
repetitive work like carpet
bers note change in date.
ald W. Churchill at 2:30 pm
•••
with Mrs. Pauline Speegle as sweeping or cutting heavy
niaterial with a scissors.
Tuesday, AprIl 7
hostess
•••
Group I of the First Christian
• Avoid hurrying to
Church CRT will meet in the
The ladles day luncheon will avoid fatigue. It t a k e s
home of Mrs. Henry Fulton, be served at the Calloway Coun- more energy to run up a
1216 Dogwood Drive, at ten ty Country Club at noon. Hos- flight of stairs than to walk
a.m. Mrs. Fred Wells will be tesses are Mesdames James R. lip slowly.
the study leader.
Allbritten, Hugh Houston, Bax• Rest at least
• ••
ter Bilbrey, Gaylord Forrest, E. utes for every two minhour of
Group II of the First Christ- B. Howton, Nat Ryan Hughes, work. Taking hourly
breaks
ian Church OWE will meet in George E. Overbey, 0. P. Val- iS more likely to prevent
the home of Mrs. Frank Rob- entine, Jack White, and Freed mode exhaustion than
erts, 1666 Calloway, with Mrs. Gotham. Bridge will be played resting for a couple of
Eugene Scott as cohostess. Mrs. starting at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. hours when everything is
Jean Bordeaux will be the stu- Wells Purdom, Sr., and Mrs. finished.
Wells Purdom, Jr., as hostesses.
dy leader.
• Don't sit too long in
•••
•••
one position. When the
Thursday, April
The Lynn Grave Homemak
body is held in a fixed
era Club will meet at the home The
Dexter
Homemakers position, the muscles are
of Mrs. Bob Roller at one Club will meet at the home of constantly contracted.
Mrs. Marion Flood at 9:30 a. m.
p. m.
•••
• ••
Prunes for Iron
The Alice Waters Circle of The Cumberhmd Preabyte.rian
Iron must be absorbed
the First United Methodist Women of the North Pleasant
Church WSCS will meet at the Grove Church will meet at the and available in the body
home of Mrs. James Byrn, 1117 home of Mrs. Edwin Cain at for hemoglobin production.
Prunes rate high in this
circarama Drive, at 9:30 sun 1:30 p.
capacity, for not only do
• ••
inkimbers not* change to date..
They
high iron con•• •
The Weartside Homemakers tent, have
but the iron is effiThe Bessie Tucker Circle of Club will meet at the home of
used to build new
the First United Methodist Mrs. Charles Coleman at 12:30 ciently
red cells.
Church WSCS will meet with p. m.
home of Mrs. Carol Farris, 901
•••
Mrs. Frank Kane, 1817 Keeneland Drive, at 9:30 a. m. Mem- Grove 126 of the Woochnen of Sunny Lane, at 6:30 p. m. Fat
bers note change in date.
the World will meet at the information call 753-7342 or
•••
Woman's Club House at 6:30 753-3147 after five p. m.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- p.
• ••
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall The Welcome Wagon Newat seven p. m.
comers Club will meet at the
•••
Community Caner at 7:30 p
The Goshen United Metho- m• ••
alt Church WSCS will meet
at the church at seven p. as.
The Hazel Woman's Club will
•• •
meet at the club room at seThe Annie Armstrong Group ven p. M.
Two bedroom house. per
•• •
of the First Baptist Church
manent siding, low down
WMS will meet with Mrs. Lloyd The Dorothy Group of the
payment. Easy mcerthly
A. Cornell at 7:30 p. m.
First Baptist Church %VMS will
•• •
meet at the home of Mrs. Lloyd
terms. Located lai miles
The Delta Department of the ,jacka at 9:30 a. as,
from New Concord on
•••
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Highway 444.
at 7:30 p. m. at the club house.
Friday, April 10
For Information
Hostesses will be Mesdames J. The North Murray HomemakMatt Sparkman, J. D. Rayburn, ers Club will meet at the home
Call (collect)
Harry Sparks, John D. Lovins,
Mrs. Kellett Dunn, Fairlane
Miss Frances Sexton, and Miss Drive, at 1:30 p. a.
Johnny Jones
• ••
Ruby Simpson.
Paducah, Kentucky
•••
The Waiting Wives Club will
442-351,1
The Kappa Department of the have a supper meeting at the

FOR SAL

1969 HONDA 350 So
miles. Like new.
6450 between 9:00
2:00 p.

TV ANTENNA and
dresser, short was
small refrigerator, I
ble and four chairs.
4884.

TEN USED window
and three speed
$6.00 to $10.00. Phoi

USED COUCH and o
condition. Phone 751
5:00 p.

COOKER-POO PM
weeks old, $15.00
753-4710.

BUF'FETT, brass fin
ment, rug mid throi
ger type washer, d
nylon curtains, tabl
table and deep-fro
753-3987.

GRETSCH, Naatrvilli
case. Must sell, $2t
offer. Call 753-757:
NEW, homemade
clothes, all kinds,
Phone 753-2369.

CAR TOP luggage c
60", plywood base
proof vinyl cove
753-8895.

DOUBLE DOG HOU
able pen, $30.00.
41368.

SPINET PIANO:
sporuable party to
low monthly paym
spinet piano. Can
Pally. Write Cred
P. 0. Box 276, Shi
diem

BASSIN= with r
cellent condition.
7238.

NIMROD camping t
for $350.00. See a
lege Farm Road, te
8155.
WHEEL HORSE
mower, plow, disc
tor. 916 North 18th

SALLY'S in-laws c
didn t fluster-clean

pets with Blue Li
electric shampooer

HANNAH'S busba
hates hard work so)
rugs with Blue I
electric shampooer
Auto, Home of
Well".
SET OF CATTLE
Ford pick-up. Sado
years old, colt, 10
die and bridle. C
after 5 p. m.
REGISTERED Anip
viceable. age, cents
or Gary Key after
phone 489-2791 or
HE" WAI
MANAGER TRAI
preferred, married
ing salary, indium
Contact Mr. Lonr
at Burger Chef,
P- m• Apply in P4
HOUSECL.EANER
day per week. PI
after 5 p. in.

• REVIVAL

ACROSS.

2 miles North of Murray, Ky.
on Benton Highway

APRIL

6- 12

CROSSW01

.

SCOTTS GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

1 ,Peer Gynt's
mother
4 Baseball
posrtion (abbr)
6 Country of
Europe
11 Real
13,Fragment
15 Artificial
language
16 Yield
18 Symbol for
tellurium
19-A state (ebb,/
2i English baby

I.,

228ristle.
24 Shut up
26 Priest's
vestments
28 Everyone
29 Cherrucal
compound
31 Lamb's pen
name
33 Printer s

SERVICES
Each Evening, 7:30

nelaSUf•

Bible Preaching
Christian Fellowship
SUNDAY SERVICES

School _ _ 10:00 a.m.
Worship
I 1:00 a.m.
Training Union _ _ _ 6:30 p.m.

Sunday

BRO. LEON PENICK
Pastor
.

of olives
36 Sicilian volcano
38 Pan of • to be"
40 Den
42 Downy duck
45 Genus of cattle
47 Entreaty
49 Wash
50 Great bustard
52 Merit
54 Sun god
55 Gird* 5100, note
56 Wards off
59 Physician (ADD, 1
61 fruit
63 Sofa
65 Ent.cing woman
fitin S Mchn,unIg
34 Genus

SINGING
,

Worship ______ _ _ 7:30 p.m,

1.• kluoSu31

(VW 'S
,
I ae,1 Use,'

0,

2
3
4
5
6
7

a
IC
12
14
17
2C
22

Carrebre

BRO. GERALD BLAND
Evangelist

...-..

What', your problem. voien (eel better if yea get It elf
your chest. Write to %ism gig 0700, Les Aageles,
MOSS. For a personal r•pI, course stamped, addressed
eevelope.
For Abby's bookiei •
send SI I. Abby. Roi
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First District PTA Has
Annual Spring Conference

Boy,Selt Thowle
Ni?A RentRd

The First District of Ken- Kolb read the by-laws revision.,
Mrs. E. M. Fuller, program
tucky Congress of Parents and
Teachers Association held its chairman, introduced the speak42nd annual spring conference er, Miss Velda Felts, former
at Farley Elementary School Peace Corps member of Africa..
FOR SALII
DIAL ES'TATII POE SAUI
IIKAL ISTATII FOR SALE
with Nelson Nanney, president She spoke on "International ReNOTICE
lations."
of Farley, as host.
1989 HONDA 330 Scrambler, 400
Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr., past
At the executive board meetBEAUTIFUL, almost new, split- ALBRI7TE( FARM: 92 acres.
miles. Like new. Phone 753ing, the following announce- president of First District, inlevel home with two large wood- 8004 stock barn with electricity.
6459 between 9:00 a. m. and
stalled the following officers:
ments were made:
ed lots in Sherwood Forest. one old tobacco barn, tan acres
2:00 p. m.
A-8-C
Mrs. Melvin Earles, president;
State PTA Convention will be
Over 3600 square feet in all, bottom land. 45 acres cleared
Perry Smit h, first vice
Mrs.
TV ANTENNA and rotor, oak
This
April
farm
Hotel
20-23
at
the
to
Brown
sell.
Lois
priced
cahas
living
room,
Carpeted
Mrs. Perry Norsworpresident;
dresser, short wave receiver,
aded
in
HWY
Louisville;
Pk
Leadership
turn
right
Trainjust
thedral beamed ceiling and huge
small refrigerator, half-bed, taing will be in Morehead July thy, second vice president; Mrs.
firplaoe. Large dining ell with east of Elm Grove Baptist OnoDonald Reed, secretary, and
ble and four chairs. Phone 75321-22.
glass sliding doors onto 12' it eh on old Newburg Road, 14
4684.
Sedalia PTA is sponsoring a Mrs. Clovis Copeland, treasurer.
A-8-C
30' redwood deck. Lovely kitch- miles on the right. Contact
Mrs. Russell Morgan, acting
workshop on the National PTA
en with extra cabinets, dispos--Peel & Holland Real EMAIL
TEN USED window fans, mingle
TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
project, "Children's Emotional publicity chairman, announced
er, dish washer and attached 1130 Main Street, Benton, Ey
and three speed reversible;
breakfast room. Stone foyer, 42025, phone 527-8521.
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
Health," for all the local units the winners of the publicity
$6.00 to $10.00. Phone 436-5414
April-24
panelled family room with glass
in First District. This will be books a ward s: Communities
A-7-C
Almost every home in the nation is threatened with invaswith access to one newspaper.
doors to stone patio. Four carheld at the J. U. Kevil Center in
ion, or has already been invaded by termites
Jackson, Mrs. Jack
Andrew
peted bedrooms and also office
USED COUCH and chair. Good
Mayfield
on
April
10.
It
will
beWANTED
TO BUT
They may reveal their presence through visible destruction
GAG RULE -- First to take
which can be fifth bedroom.
Hester, chairman; Communities
condition. Phone 753-4575 after
at 8:30 a.m. Lunch will be
but more often their work goes unseen
advantage
of
the
U.S.
SuThree complete tiled baths. In- WANTED: Good used skill
with access to two newspapers,
5:00 p. se
A-114
You could be totally unaware of the fact that thousands of
eel ved and registration should
side two oar garage. Dry lower saw. Phone 753-8542 after 5:00. preme Cour.t ruling that-aReidland Elementary School,
termites had invaded and were feeding in the under-strucjudge has the right to have
be sent to Glynn Wilson, 114 N.
beet has very large finished P. m. and ask for Dan Hale.
Mrs. Pat Ely, chairman; corn.
COOKER-POO puppise. IlliVee
ture of your home . . . traveling through the foundation
game room with large firegient,
A-6-P an unruly prisoner gagged
7th, Mayfield.
munities with access to a weekweeks old, $15.00 each. Mine
. . . and infesting the ground under your expensive landor removed from court was
also utility room. Many other
Mrs. Perry Smith, first vice
A-6-C
ly newspaper only, Clinton Ceti-753-4710.
scaping.
extras such as cedar shake root, WANTED: Two wheeled otilitj Judge Leo Weinrott in Philapresident, conducted the meet- tral, Mrs. Jimmy Borny.
CALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
BUF'FETT, brass fireplace equipAnderson windows and electron- trailer or early model pick-up delphia. So here is George
ing. and the devotional was givThe credentials report was
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE PROOFING
truck.
Phone
436-2157
after
wrinrugs,
throw
and
ment., rug
ic air cleaner. Gas heat and
Kenny. 21, rendered speech,
en by the Rev. Joe R eeves
given by Mrs. Clovis Copeland
8:00
p.
m.
REQURES
THE
KNOWLEDGE
AND
SKILL
OF
panels,
A
ger type washer, drape
electric central air conditionless for shouting "Go to
Locke, pastor of St. Mark Unitwith the courtesy report by
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
nylon curtains, table lamp, step
ing. By transferred owner, 753- WANTED: Stroller, high chair, hell!" at the judge. Kenny is
ed Methodist Church. The pledge
Mrs. Nelson Nanney.
Our Job is to find termites, destroy their colonies and pretable and deep-freeze Phone
7488.
on
trial
in
sod car seat. Phone 753753-6495'
the fatal shooting
to the Flag was led by Boy
c)
vent their recurring in your home. We know their habits,
A-8-C
753-3987.
of a state liquor store clerk
Scout Troop 22. Mrs. Charline
where they attack and how to termite proof for long range
Uneven cakes indicate thkt
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom brick,
in a $200 holdup.
Powell, principal of the school,
GRETSCH, Nashville model with
protection.
Per
capita
the oven rack is not level. Levelconsumption(
of
conditionplus family room, air
gave the welcome with Mrs.
case. Must sell, $250.00 or best
ling legs should be turned in
ing and many other extras. UM salad dressing has increased fivePerry Norsworthy, second vice
A4-P
offer. Call 753-7575.
or out.
Fill a layer cake ,pan
Parklane Drive. Phone 753-8388 fold from 1.4 pints in 1930
president, giving the response.
half full of water to check your
A-64 to 7.4 pints per person per year.
for appointment
NEW, homemade Barbie Doll
Last year, Uncle Sam's sailors
The music for the evening was
100 South 13th Stieet
Murray, Ky.
clothes, all kinds, $1.00 each.
consumed 2,576 miles of hot by the Reidland Middle School work. The water surface should
NOTICS
A-6-P
Phone
Phone 753-2369.
Day or Night
NOTICE
dogs and 25,524 tons of beef. band tinder the direction of parallel the top of the pan.
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 204YEAR8
Eaelanan
thinks an average of James _Fern.
CAR TOP luggage carrier, 42"
INSURED EOR YOUR. Elit01)1CTION -•
_
*5*
681 cups of coffee and 1,000
Mrs. -folan Travis and Mrs.
60", plywood base and waterLICENSED BY STATE OP KENTUCKY
glasses of milk per year, says Clovis Copeland gave reports.
proof vinyl covering. Phone
Instead of soaking beans overMEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
the National Live Stock and Mrs. Frank Nagel gave the night, pour boiling water over
A-6-C
753-8695.
P.8.-As a homeowner or 'potential builder of a new home,
scholarship report and an- them and they will be ready to
Meat Board.
portDOUBLE DOG HOUSE and
remember, treatment during construction usually costs
nounced the winners, Joyce cook in an hour.
*5*
LARGE - HUSKY
able pen, $30.00. Phone 753only % of 1% Of the total building cost. If you don't treat
Wooten and Donna Pinner, both
A-6-C
4668.
during construction and termites develop in your home,
- of Murray State University, and
* * *
the corrective measures (exclusive of damage repairs)
Home-milde pea soup is an Jeannette Grief of Paducah Hong Kong
SPINET PIANO: Wanted, rebuilding
usually coat about 1% of the totaLkuildinamalue.
excellent sourer of iron, vitamin Community College.
sponsible party to take over
HONG
KONG
(UPI)-In the
protein.
When
B
preparing,
and
was
Membership
read
report
on
a
low monthly payments
add a ham bone for extra flavor. hy Mrs. W. L. Bennett Jr. She fiscal year ended March 31, 1%9,
spinet piano. Can be seen loNOTICE
OFFORID
When shopping, look for peas reported a total of 72 units in $456.7 million was spent on concally. Write Credit Manager,
with a dark green or yellow the district with a total mem- struction Of new private buildP. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, In- KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Ter- 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stan&
Murray, Ky.
500 N. 4th
A-16-P mites-eat your home. Roaches and refills are now available et
tone -- not bleached.
diana.
bership of 16,485. Mrs. Frank ings in Hong Kong-the lowest
figure in six years.
the
Ledger
&
Times
Office SupBASSINETT with mattress, ex- -carry germs. Spiders-are ply
Acre.
17
1T4C
inspection
poison.
call
For
free
cellent condition. Phone 7$37238.
A-7-C Kelly's Pest Control 733-3914, FOR FIBERGLASS insulation
24 hours a, day.
TFC work call 436-5402, Bill
'faunNIMROD camping trailer,.going
dro, free estimates. - A-3-P
for $350.00. See at 1600 Col- NEW DOG TRAINING classes
lege Farm Road, telephone 753- are beginning hi Paris on April ELECTROLUX SALES--& Sev
8155.
A-7-C 7. Cost $10 for 10 weeks. For vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
Information call Noreen Sim- M. Sanders. Phone
382-3932..
WHEEL HORSE tractor with onsen, 64241073.
A-7-C Lynnville, Kentucky.
mower, plow, disc and cultivaMay-9-C
tor. 916 North 18th Street. A-7-P
MONOGRAMMING. Phone Jane
SALLY'S in-laws coming. She Stokes at 753-4357, 1612 Keene-

WNW 774

TERMITES!!

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
753-314,

TOMATO' PLANTS

as __

BIG BOY HYBRIDS and
30*
BREAK 0'DAY

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES

saavicas

1

Peanuts®

didn't Ouster-clammed the ear- land Diriva.

.m.-114C

ToR ANY

pets with Blue Lustre. Rent
TYPE home repair.
electric shampooer $1. Big K.
painting, panAling or carpenter
A-11-C
work. Free estimates. Phone
A-6-C
HANNAH'S husband Hector 7341-11184,
hates hard work so be cleans the
EXPEREENCED horse shoeing
rugs with Blue Lustre. Rent
Steve Halley, phone 753-6269.
electric shampooer $1. Western
A-7-P
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
A-8-C WANTED: Lawns to mow
Well".
Phone 753-4051
A-74'
SET OF CATTLE racks for MI
Ford pick-up. Saddle mare, 8 WANTED: Lawns to mow. Phone
years old, colt, 10 months. Sad- 753-6030 after 3:30 p. as. TFNC
dle and bridle. Call 435-4232
after 5 p. as.
A-6-P
AUTOS POE SALO
REGISTERED Angus Bulls, sarviceah13. age, contact Harry Key 1953 CHEVROLET, good enor Gary Key after 3:00 p. as, gine, perfect fishing car, WM
phone 489-2791 or 489-3483.
Call 753-7650 alter 5:30 p. a.
A-OF
TEN(
1988 PONTIAC i.e Mans coa
vertible. Power steering, power
MANAGER TRAINEE, 21-30 brakes, air conditioner, $1895.preferred, married, good start- 00. Phone 753-4514 after 4:00
A-8-P
ing salary, insurance benefits. p. as.
Contact Mr. Lonnie Vaughter
at Burger Chef, 2:00 to 6:00 1963 PLYMOUTH Fury U, 318
motor, new tires, factory air
p. as. Apply in person only.
power steering, radio, automatHOUSECLEANER wanted. One ic. Real 7110g car, light blue. Call
A-8-P
day per week. Phone 733-8263 492-8616.
A-6-C
after 5 p. m.
HELP WANTON)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS.

Answe,to Saturday's Puzzle

VgtilF110

naomp

2-Tallies
34stin
conjunction

comma

OIRONOO
DOEUMPE MA
NO0 VAOMP WON
UOIOW OMM MAU
OUOMOP DOJO
ORAO MOO
VORN UU5MR0
UOM OUR MOO
ONO OUMMM PGIO
fIrJammmopo
RIDIRMIETI NISMIZIA[fl
MOOR
PMCIEIA
6

1 Peer Gynt's
mother
5-Vegetation
4 Baseball
position (abbr.) 6-Trip
6-Country of
7-Moccasin
Europe
8-The swectsop
11 Real
9-Pronoun
13 Fragment
10 Irritate
15 Artificial
I 2-AboVe
language
14-Dornain
16 Yield
18 Symbol for
17-Small valley
tellurium
20-Preposi1ion
19-A staa (ear )
23-Babylonian
21 English baby
doily
48-Get up
37 Hebrew month
cartage
51 Mast
38 Around
Hebrew letter
"24
228ristie
53 Want
39 Slogans
25-Narrate
24 Shut up
57 Devoured
Priest's
26
41 Hold pert
27 Location
vestments
58
Saint (ebb,)
43
Avoided
30-Harvest
28 Everyone
60 Crimson
44 Note of scale
32 Dye plant
29 Chemical
62 Note°, scale
46 Spanish,tor
35 Part of
compound
64 Preposition
airplane
31 Lamb's pen
name
10
a
9
7
1
2 3 ,.'..• 4 $ lel:;„6
33 Prater s
K
measure
i'64
.......13
12
i1
34 Genus of olives
36 Sicilian volcano
1111
17
15
.-. -• 16
38 Part of to be"
40 Den
.22 23
"••;.:19 '
i.O. -.• 21
•':
.....
42 Downy duck
•'....d1
. .•••••
77 •N' •.-.1-211
45 Genus of cattle
25 ' 26
24
47 Entreaty
•
30 •
31
29
49 Wash
50 Great bustard
"..'.,.' :, 34
35 ... 36
52 Merit
'..:•'. V....
."...-:•
Y..' :5,.,i
54 Sun god
42
43 44
41
38 39 ,,... • 40
55 Guido Slow note
,
56 Wards on
--'•'...49
1.
..
48.
46 •-..... 47
45
.'..
59 Physician (abbe 1
t•-*--.. :
'!•-•1
61 Fruit
53 . : 54
51 •-••'S 57
50
:•:-.•
•::••
;:i
63 Sots
56
57 ,
65 Enticing woman
-.
• ...1
klyn s
64
65
61

nio

1

DOSS'V
si.

?awl iisYr

6

,

4.

66

.... '
...•.
.. ,6'

....---.... -----•••-• -..- -4,7-; --t. b, l•nrted rater* Syttihrit..• 9,
Pi

by Charles M. Schulz

SOYBEAN SEED

Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 3369A
Stull 807 SX

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller

11

YES, I BOUGHT AN
ORIENTAL ANTIQUE -I PUT IT IN
YOUR
ROOM

yo u

GO TO THAT
AUCTION
TODAY ?

Old Concord Road
Phone 7534220

FOR ALL your Fashion 220 Cosmetics call Mary Ann McCuiston 753-2965.
A-7-P
THE CALLO WAY County Board
of Education will receive bids
at 300 South fith Street, Murray,
Kentucky, for the to/lowing
'terns: Stainless Steel Angle
Frame Truck approx. 31.7.0 39%"
lg. x 34 3/4" ht. (load capacity
500 lbs.). Stainless steel Work
Table, 30" x 60". Refrigerator,
30 Cu. ft., doubledoor. Convection oven, bottled gas, size approx. 38 1/8" x 39" x 57". Bids
must be in board office no later
than 12:00 noon, May 4, 1970
The Board reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.
A-7-C

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

AMNESIA VIC-114A CHAR, E DOBB
IS BACK IN CRABTREE C.:RNER5-ONLY,TO HIM,THAT'S NOWNERE

MAYBE SOMEOOPY IN THIS
TOWN'L L RECOGN I ZE ME--GUESS
THAT'S THE ONLY WAY ILL
FIND OUT WHO I

EAT UP, SUE--CU GOTTA HAVE
STRENGTH SOS CHARLIE CAN
HAVE ,A GIRL T HOLD ON T'0
WHEN HE GETS BACK.

BELTONE factory fresh hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-1TC

MR RENT
LARGE TRAILER LOTS. All
conveniences of the city with
rural setting. 2% miles east of
Murray, Lakeway Mobile Home
Park. Call 7534216 after 5 p.
A4C
house. Electric
4-BEDROOM
beet, air condtioning. Storm
Available
windows, garage.
April 16. Phone 753-3202 after
A-6-C
4 p. m.

Lil' Abner

• .IN THEM

by Al Capp
(HER MAJESTY'S
CASTLE.?

WHAT'S

FORMER LS

TRUCKS?

THE SET OF
(I"CAMELOT"'
_
_

unfurnished
TWO-BEDROOM
duplex apartment. Phone 751
5517 or 433-3791.
A-7C
12' it 30' HOUSE trailer. Phone
753-2986 or 474-2332 after 5:30
p. m. City conveniences.•A-11-C
TWO FURNISHED apartments,
near college. Phone 753-6564,
'4
A

f1
.

N.A.rn
...
2k h,
,

2+
0U RS
LATER

BUT THAR
'
S

IT'S
ASSIMSLEOn

MORS
LOAD!!

ONE

VT's
MER
moWESTY!!
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!Continued From Pogo 1)
*ration of parents — today's
children — a strengthened
sense of family values anti a
full appreciation of our American heritage."

Today's
Stock Market

Chancellor Willy Brandt, on a
EL PASO, Tex. —West German
ng on the murder of a West
commenti
tour of the United States,
:
Guatemala
German diplomat by terrorists in
By Mrs. R. D. Key
end to this port of terrorist
an
NEW YOK (UP1)— Stocks
putting
in
succeed
don't
we
"If
April 1, 1970
opened mixed today in moder- activity, thee the cooperation between states will be seriously
of value are ate turnover,
things
few
very
threatened."
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
The market wandered aimacquired without work, sacrichildren of Nashville, Teruo, fice, and dedication.
announcing he
many
and
week,
last
lessly
WASHINGTON —Sen. Charles H. Percy,
spent last weekend with the Glynn
1lkeUhoo will vote against sending the Supreme Court nomination of G.
still see
analysts
Orrs. Other visitors on Sunday Huron nature hesitates to ac- Of a major breakout in either
Judiciary Committee:
were the Glynn M. Orrs and War- cept this fact and always holds direction. One analyst said that Harrold Carswell back to the
Judge Carswell should now have
and
Senate
"The country, the
ren Sykes' and family.
vote on the merits of the case
forth the hope that it is not concern over lower first querthe right to a straight up-and-down
Jack Wyatt visited the R, D. really tree.
ter
corporate profits may that has been made."
Keys Sunday morning.
dominate investors psychology
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Pao. For Instance we have for many in the absence of inspiring
Earl
— Florida State Attorney General
BR ANDENTONN,
dull, Mrs. Carlene Paschall, years had the feeling that we news.
Kirk for teachers
Claude
Gov,
by
order
an
g
Faircloth, describin
and Mrs, Brenda Jenkins visited were going to find a big pile of
Shortly after the opening, the and students to ignore a federal desegregation edict
Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday after. money. So far it has not hap- U P I
marketwide indicator
"A barrel of legal snakes."
noon.
pened.
showed a gain of 0.13 per cent
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
former King Edward
the
tape.
on 329 issues crossing
WASHINGTON — The Duke of Windsor, the
and sons, Mrs. Brenda Jenkins, Secs 1961 the number of fami- Of these, 131 gained and 111
luck at marrying
good
his
g
expressin
dinner
VIII, at a White House
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and lies on welfare has more tban declined.
I
Simpson:
the former Wallis Warffeld
son visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins doubled to 1.7 million. The
wonderful American
Parke, Davis opened % MAW
"I have had the good fortune to have a
last Sunday.
number of recipients, as op. at 28, while Teledyne
me,"
marry
to
consent
grown
has
In
gIst
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mrs. posed to families,
% to 25 and Textron lie to ROL
Ruby Owen, and Mrs. Wattle Tay. from 3 million to 6.7 million. Upjohn, meantime rose Vs to
expected
lor attended the singing at Oak By 1975 the total is
5178, Raytheon lie, to 277, and
Grove Saturday night where the to be near 12 mithon with costs Merck JO to 100/
2.
1
where
to
tower,
billion
control
$4.2
the
of
from
inside
the
is
were
zooming
here
Gospel Aires
featured.
SPEAKING OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS,
Inland Steel was unchanged
over
of
increase
busiest.
an
world's
the
billion,
They will also be in a singing $6.8
they work. at Chicago's O'Hare Airport.
at 28%, as was Bethlehem at
at North Fork Saturday night, 100 per cent.
Federal State Met News
2. U.S. Steel dipped la to
1
29/
April 4.
ADULTS 108
4-6,10 Kentucky PurService,
.
1'4
38
wrong
is
NEWBORN 5
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lampldns It Is obvious something
Area Hog Market Report
chase
la
to
lost
Aircraft
United
and Beauton Nance from Mayfie- with our welfare system.
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
2, but Lockheed held steady APRIL 3, 1970
1
35/
id, Mr. and Mrs. Celia Paschall,
Receipts 550 Heed, Barrows
2.
1
at 14/
DISMISSALS
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones, Mr.
and Gilts 25 to 50e Lower, Sows
cs, University
electroni
the
In
and Mrs. Coy Kuyaendoll, and
Steady to 500 lower.
2 at 35%,
1
Computing was off /
Mrs. Lillie Walker, Rte, 8, US 23 200-230 lbs $23.75-2425;
Mitch Sykes visited the Oman
to
%
down
Rand
Sperry
with
PERSONSCITED
Murray; Gerry Requarth, 1107 US 2-4 190-240 lbs Few $124.50;
?aschalls Monday afternoon.
By Estelle Spicaland
3558.
Main, Murray; Miss Kathleen US 2-4 240-200 lbs $23.00,33.784
Mrs. Clara Wicker and son,
l
April 2, 1970
Occidenta
oils,
the
Among
of Nine meow were cited by
guests
, 206 South 15th St., US 34 280-220 lbs $22.5041,00;
supper
Patterson
were
AZICII,
here
is
year.
spring
maybe
Cities
At last
Murray Police Department eased la to 22%, while
By Jim Warren
Johnston, 1704 Far- sows:
Joe
Murray;
The program will depend heav- after the hard winter. We like the Ludie Malrays Saturday the
2.
1
ea Wardle Ind Slimly/. They Service picked ep % to 40/
am Ave,Metran Mrs. Juahl-taa-US 1.2 270410 lba 421.15-22.9(e,
ily upon church, educational, and to bear about plans for clean night
NI,
•
-to-2e
s
ile
Reicul
ine
Gulf-011riving-oril
lete-Paixal
FRANKFCET, Ky. — Repres- civic organisations for support Up- weeks. We wish everybody
Perry, Rte, 1, Dover, Tenn.; US 1-3 300-550 lb, $20.00-21.25;
Mr. giapAges. oferferjaeneas we.
.00.
toxicated, one for public drunk- Shell lost°¼ to 41%.
t, educe- and volunteer instructors and
Vas Of
Billy Brandon, 722 Sycamore, us 2.3 450.630 jos n9l0-20
beautiful grounds, and.son, Kenny, visited the Oman
in
pride
took
group,
e
ing
a
automotiv
In
the
diaregard
mom two for
Um; and law enforcement in a supervisors.
Walston, Rte.
Horace
Murray;
around their homes, Paschalls Wednesday night.
only
not
while
28,
to
2
/
for speeding and Chrysler rose 1
meeting here discussed plans for
2, Murray; Mrs. Marie Oglesby, AINTREE, England (UPI).The community was sadclened stoP sign, one .
The program is not expected but on the sides of the highed, one American Motors held ua
a state-wide program at safety to require additional funding be ways.
In the loon of a good mend and driving while intoxicatand
1604 Calloway Ave., Murray; Pat Taste, a 40-year-old Irishone
passing,
11.
at
improper
changed
far
for
Instruction and supervision
Rte. 5, man, piloted Gay Trip to a 20.
Bobby McCuiston is having a neighbor, Cops Nance, last week. for speeding, reckless driving,
cause it utilizes existing state
on la to 11% Mrs. Eunice Grubbs,
tacked
km
Pan
youth.
lovely new house built on the Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Nance and and fleeing a police officer to In the airlines, with TWA up a Murray,
and private funds.
length victory in the Grand
The project, sponsored by the
hill near the Sigmon home on children spent the week with his avoid arrest.
National steeplechase.
to
16%
like amount
Department of Pub/ic Safety, is
mother, Mrs. Coyn Nance.
the Concord highway.
by
study
years
10
of
the result
Maud Nance has her new anClifton Grooms is in Nobles
Ernest Murphy, coordinator of
tique shop now finished.
Hospital very sick. Mrs.Grooms
Plaids & Solid Colors
emergency services for the deGardie Jones has completed Is at his bedside.
partment, who says it is Imporrenovation of the houses
Grooms
Portal
Mrs.
Mr. and
tant because of the large number
Concord. Joe Pat Coleman and family of Detroit, Midi., are
Page I)
From
d
(Continue
.
accidents.
in
beautifJ1
a
involved
youths
completed
of
as
Vending a few days there with
He says more youngsters died
relatives,
if necessary use,
tank
the
-replace
than
from accidents in Kentucky
Sykes
with one that had been installWe are sorry to bear of so l Bro. and Mrs. Warren
In any other age grow in 1968. ed in the Apollo 16 lunar moCrass and and children, Susan and Mitch,
Dewey
illness.
much
"This program was conceived dule. To do this, lunar module
W. Dunn, neighbors, and Pain Gallimore were dinner
as an effort to reverse that tre- manager Owen Morris said an George
been hospitalized, guests of the R. D. Keys oaturboth
have
nd," Murphy said.
hole would have to be Herman Lovins has had throat day.
access
an in.
Many areas of safety will be cut in the aluminum shell ensurgery. Martin Crowell is ill. Ruben Fletcher suffered son,
his
covered including aquatics, teat- closing the spacecraft on it,
when
week
last
jury
from
returned
Guy Lovins
the truck Into
ing, driving and motorcycling. rocket.
Frankfort recovering from flue Gary, was backingbe was caught
The project will be organized
acbe
Morris said this could
had a hamburger supper a building and
and
In Frankfort and expanded throu- complished in time for a launch for the Gannon seven from CO- between the truck and the baldhe
ghout the state if touud worthy, Saturday, but he acknowledged lorado Springs, the Ray Will- ing. He fractured his nip and
To Be Sold At These
home.
We Have Purchased the Manufacturers
his
at
bed
in
develop
Fulton,
will
confined
the
is
"We
from
said.
Murphy
"it would be • pretty tight isms seven
the
on
is
l
Max
Kuykendal
used
Unbelievable Prices.
be
Ella
the
to
here
Mrs.
five,
s
the technique
squeeze."
Gene Lovins'
Remaining Stock.
In operations all over the state."
If the helium pressure in- Banners' five, Mr. and Mrs. sick list.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
He said he hopes to begin the creased too much after launch, Burman Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
Small
program in June and to get 100,- a eafety valve would burst and Linus Spiceland, and Otis Lov- and son, Mitch, were dinner guSmall
8-10
Medium
ests of the Henry Sykes' on Sun000 youngsters involved the first the astronauts would not be insMedium 12-14
Large
Then as Bro. Burope was day.
able to land on the moon. They
Large
16-18
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Galllmore
would be in no danger, but conducting a revival at Poplar
would have to abort the miss- Spring Church, Guy attended visited the R, D. Keys Sunday
ion and come home in the com- she evening services and went night after church.
Small
The Gospel Aires Quartet will
from church to Murray Hospimand ship.
12-16
Medittri
which
(hernia)
tal for surgery
sing at North Fork Saturday night,
16-18
Large
he knew he needed but had April 4.
worry
to
wanted no one else
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli and
INJURED
PERSON
Cliff
for
Funeral services
about.
children, Pain and Steve, of San
Grooms were held Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bury Bernardino, Calif., were here
North
505
of
Hester
Scott
suddenly called to Pulaski attending the funeral of Mrs.
two pm. at the North Fork Bap19, was were
tist Church with Bro. A. D. 16th Street, Murray, age
to attend the funeral services Pistilli's grandmother, Mrs. Ha
room
y
Vaden officiating. Burial was treated at the emergenc
of Carrie's brother-in-law who
Pistilli and
of the Murray-Calloway County was killed in a car-truck accid- mer Paschall. Mrs.
in the Paschall Cemetery.
children, Pam and Steve, stayed
confor
Saturday
on
Hospital
Two,
Route
70,
age
Grooms,
to the ent. and Mrs. Fred Wilhite for an extended visit with her parCottage Grove, Tenn., died Sat- tusions and abrasions
Mr.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pas.
to
reported
was
He
hip.
Nobles
left
Cool Canvas Uppers
the
at
urday at 8:15 a.m.
are soon moving to Georgia chall and other relatives and
motora
in
injured
been
have
Soft Sponge Cushion Innersole
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
where he has been employed friends. They returned to their
He was born April 23, 1990 in cycle accident.
Mrs. Opal Moody has moved
home Thursday.
Henry County the son of the
from Wisehart's Grocery to
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hawes
Sizes: Infants 5-8
Frank McCuiston's place in
late Luther Grooms and Sally
Karen, Kenny, and
Girls 9-12 ei 13-3
Kuykendall Grooms. He was First tv image
Murray after the Smiths moved and children,
with
Mr.
weekend
the
married in 1920 to the former OS ANGELES (UPI) — On to Clyde Spiceland's farm house Kern, spent
Wilson.
and Mrs. Tom
'Joliet Paschall and she sur- ay 10, 1931, Harry Lubcee near Mt. Carmel Church.
Womens to 10 in Assorted Colors
Oman Paschall hasn't been as
When I was a child I envied
vives. He was a retired farmer ransmItted the first television
now,
better
is
feeling
but
well,
memplace
a
and timberenan. lie was
mage from one side of a rootn people who moved from
J. D. Lampkins,Herbert Orr,
ber of North Fork Baptist o the other on all-electrical to place for my father stayed
Donnie Paschall, and Allen Grooin the same home always.
Church.
quipment here.
Now if I even ride as far as ms visited the Oman Paschalls
Besides his wife he leaves
Dover, Tenn., 1 can hardly wait Sunday afternoon,
one daughter Mrs. Enlow Tark- 'Monte Cristo' was first
Mr, and Mrs. Berthal Grooms
wonderington of Route 2 Cottage
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — "The to get back home. It's
and children were dinner guests
Grove; one son Berthal Grooms Count of Monte Cristo," filmed ful to be contented.
Every day I think of all the of the Enloe Tarkingtons Sunday
of Detroit; one sister, Mn. Laveda Orr of Mayfield; two bro- in 1908, was the first boys in service so far away and they all visited Clifton Groothers, Arden Groom of Paducah,commercial movie produced in from home and loved ones ms in the hospital in the aftereanvas tippers
and Bailey Grooms of Cottage`California. It was begun in Those at home. should be so noon.
Thick Non-5thd Nolded Soles
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wyatt and
Grosie; four grandchildren and Chicago and completed in Los grateful they would try to make
Spor,ge Cushion Innersole
visited
Mrs.
Jackson
Watof
son
beautiful.
one great grandchild.
America
Sizes to 10 in Assorted Colors
Angeles.
tle Taylor in Puryear over the
weekend.

Hospital Report

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Plans Made For Interagency Down Concord
Approach To Youth Safety
Way

Apollo 13 . • .

Men's & Boys

CPO COATS

BOY'S
UNLINED
BOY'S
LINED

Cliff Grooms Rites
Are Conducted Sunday

3.11
8.88

4.88
9.88

MEN'S
UNLINED
MEN'S
LINED
INFANT'S GIRLS & WOMEN'S

SNEAKERS

98c

LOSE LICENSES
Two Calloway Countians have
lost their drivers licenses according to the list released by
the Department of Public Safe.
•ty to the Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee. They are.
Dallas T. Doran of Murray and
Allan D. Rice of Almo.
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BOYS BIG BOYS & MEN'S

HI & LOW CUT BASKETBALL

SNEAKERS
Rugged Canvas Uppers
Thick Non-Slip Sole
Sizes: Boys 11-12, Big Boys 2',i to 6
2-12 in Black or White
1
Mess 6./
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Quotes From The News

$200

PURCHASE

ACRES of BR -AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9-9 Moticipy - Saturday
FREE PARKING 1-6 Sunda s

Calloway

United Press
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nam. He was
•
He
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.

legs when stepping
on March 24 in the •
province of Vietnam
to the word relaycd
eats.
Knight is now
Hospital In Guam, bu

Seen&H
Aroun
Murra
Ott, the terrible
name pat up with.
sore theist and 11Pi
doctor. Ile chimbe
nye there's ace*"
.
coPt You are
It would have been
ier if he bad said, y
the red throat
preecripition to fix
would lave req
plane from us and
have pieced the .•
•
sibility on the
In this turn of ever, the burden
on QS and we have ,
rve but to cut am
'nest 09 per nowt
Tulips are blooming.
Japonica in full
Leaves an the Snow
and the Wild
Yellow Sheeted ,
out with abortive On the othec end of
a Cardinal was gi •
all he was worth.
We have heard of ,
their own worst .
oan say the eame •• •
Red EMI Shark. We' .
jewel for two
•
grew to six in.ches
It only took one
tail to catapult o
the tank onto the
where we found him
terday evening, quite
Now C0111414 a story ,
ed to be quite o
(Continued on Page

Special Services
Planned This We;
Sugar Creek Chu
The Sugar Creek
Church will hold a
stitute from Wednesd
8, through Saturday,
The services will be
p.m. each evening.
Speakers will be: W.
•
Willie Johnson; Th
Turner; Friday, WI
van; Saturday, Otis Jo.
The Pastor of the •
Gerald Oliver. Every*,
vited to attend these se

"
W.;ailed Pr011e futon

West Kentucky: F
warmer today and tonig
nesday sunny and c
warm. High today in
low tonight in upper
low 50s, high Wednesd
ly in the low 80s Easter
4-10 miles per hour to
coming light and vari
night and southweste
miles per hour Wedne
Kentucky Lae, 7 a.
up 0.5.
Below dam, 325,0, •••
gates open.
Barkley Lake, 358.2,
Below dam, 331.3,
Sunrise 5:34o sunset
Moon sets 6:10 p. wt.

